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3 popcorns
Joining the ranks of Bugs Bunny,

Daffy Duck and Mickey Mouse, Woody
Allen has finally fashioned his gift to
posterity. He is a cartoon character. And
of course, the romantic lead. As the
whining voice of Z, the neurotic everyant
in Antz, he assures himself a place in
motion picture history. What a fickle
vagary of time it would be if, 50 years
from now, the angst-ridden filmmaker
were only remembered for his vocal
contribution to Dreamworks SKG�s first
computer animated challenge to the
Disney empire.

In his favorite position at the outset of
the film, Woody�s multi-legged alter
ego is lying on the psychiatrist�s couch
bemoaning his caste in the ant colony.
For alas, he is a common laborer. �I�m
not cut out for construction work,� he
cries, adding �I can only lift 10 times my
body weight.� While inundated through-
out the ant world with propaganda as-
serting that he is living in a worker�s
Valhalla, Z feels there must be some-
thing better.

�I feel so insignificant,� he tells the
therapist. With that, the doctor happily
announces that Z has made a break-
through. �I have?� Z excitedly asks.
�Yes,� retorts the shrink, �You are in-
significant.� With such vintage
Woodyisms peppering the script, it�s
hard to believe that Mr. Allen didn�t
supply ad-libs to the screenplay by Todd
Alcott, Chris Weitz and Paul Weitz.

Later, at a worker bar where the ants
drown their sorrows in aphid beer (with
the aphids themselves serving as live
mugs), Z continues his self-pitying ti-
rade. Best friend Weaver, a soldier class
ant more accepting of his fate, tries to
assuage his little buddy. In his most
credible performance since Rocky,
Sylvester Stallone finally finds thespic
success as Weaver�s voice. As all the
characters are drawn with slight allu-
sion to their behind-the-scenes human,
Mr. Stallone�s cartoon caricature comi-
cally exaggerates his protuberant chin.

�There has to be a better place,�
wails Z, not aware that his self-centered
dissatisfaction will ultimately foment
glorious revolution. An elderly, down-
trodden sot crying in his aphid tells our
disgruntled worker that there is indeed
a better place�Insectopia...he�s seen
it. But it isn�t until Z meets Princess
Bala (Sharon Stone), slumming in the
worker bars for a little fun and excite-
ment, that his raison d�etre is reinvigo-
rated. She vanishes as quickly as she
appeared. So he hatches a plan to switch
places with his soldier friend; there�s
going to be a military review at the royal
manse, and that�ll give Z another chance
to hook-up with her highness.

Meanwhile, back at the castle, the
evil General Mandible (Gene Hack-
man) has plans for total dominion over
the colony. Having inveigled the Queen
(Anne Bancroft) to see things his way,
the unsavory demagogue has consoli-
dated troops loyal to him and won the
hand, er, leg, of the comely Princess
Bala. Yecch! No wonder she was cruis-
ing the bars.

Allen hasn�t inhabited a lovable
shlumpff this pure since Bananas
(1971). Z is the classic innocent. He is
the little guy who, by virtue of his petty
concerns, realizes his own humanity (or
is it antanity?) in spite of himself. And
then, quite by accident, he stumbles
into nothing less than a fight to save
civilization. The hapless hero is one of
Hollywood�s finest comic traditions,
inaugurated by Chaplin, honed by Buster
Keaton, and then refined by Hope. Allen
took up the mantle in the �60�s, and now
in the �90�s conjures enough chutzpah
to give it this cartoon permutation.

While in great part light and philo-
sophically humorous, Antz also makes
heavy use of a dark and sinister mood �
sometimes questionable if not to its
detriment. Battle scenes are vivid, and
surprisingly few punches are pulled
when the fascist General Mandible ex-
tols genocide as a means to his end. This
makes it difficult to discern how suit-
able its albeit PG-rated pronouncements
are for children. The sociopolitical les-
sons about class structure are worth
learning at any age, but children under
ten will have to depend on osmosis to
absorb some of the more sophisticated
precepts.

Directed by Eric Darnell and Tim
Johnson, the allegory plays like a syn-
thesis of Great Anthropomorphic Fairy
Tales. There�s a dab of Charlotte�s Web,
lots of Animal Farm, and a general
smattering of Aesop�s Fables. But the
overriding theme of individualism vs.
totalitarianism has the unmistakable
temper of Orwell�s 1984.

The computer animation achieves a
look that recalls the cyberplasmic tex-
ture of Toy Story. But while that movie�s
characters and sets were playroom-
bright and colorful, the proletariat ex-

panse of the ant colony is industrially
brooding. Coated in civil service brown
and green, it brings to mind the haunt-
ingly surreal look of a Hieronymous
Bosch painting.

Along the way to molding his diminu-
tive hero amidst the Byzantine intrigue
of ant life, Woody Allen pulls a little
political coup of his own. You�ll re-
member it was just yesterday that Mia
Farrow was charging the filmmaker with
gross lechery, chasing him through the
headlines with a rolling pin. And his
last film, Deconstructing Harry, played
like damage control, a cynical apology
for his trespasses both large and small.
But now, in the guise of an unsullied
insect, Woody reemerges the guileless
virgin. David Copperfield could take a
lesson from this showman. Kvetching
and creeping his way back into our good
graces in Antz, it�s enough to make you
buggy.

*  *  *  *  *
Antz, rated PG, is a Dreamworks SKG

release directed by Eric Darnell and Tim
Johnson and stars the voices of Woody
Allen, Sharon Stone and Sylvester
Stallone. Running time: 83 minutes.

FORMICA�
FORMICARIUM
/FORMICATION/

FORMICARY/
FORMIC ACID

We often get a bit antsy in our eager-
ness to present interesting word origins
for our army of fans. Like ants, the little
creatures that inspired today�s focus
words, we dug into our various sources
and produced this anthill of information.

Formica� is a trademark word intro-
duced in 1922 by the Formica Insulation
Company. Formica� was derived di-
rectly from the Latin word for ant,
formica, apparently because of the
plastic�s resemblance to the ants� hard
outer covering. Similar laminated prod-
ucts are often referred to generically as
Formica�.

A formicarium is simply an anthill,
while formication, yes that�s how you
spell it, is a sensation that ants are crawl-
ing all over one�s skin and formic acid, a
chemical originally obtained from ants,
is now produced synthetically.

We could, of course, be accused of
making a mountain out of a formicarium,
and we hope this essay on formicary
things pertaining to ants, has satisfied an
itch to learn more about word origins.

Chico Marx wrote a friend a check to
pay off some gambling debts but warned
the friend not to cash it before noon of the
following day. When the friend went to
cash the check the next day, the bank
bounced the check.

The understandably annoyed friend
complained to Chico, and when he did so,
Chico asked when the friend had cashed
the check. �You said noon,� the friend
said, �I cashed it at 12:05.� Replied Marx:
�Too late.�

The lessons taught by Chico are many.
Certainly, one of them is that timing is
crucial when handling finances. We must
be very, very careful about how, when and
whether to spend money. This is worth
considering as we listen to voices clamor
for the state to spend the current $700
million surplus.

These voices have gotten louder and
louder in recent weeks, threatening to
obliterate sound discussion and rational
debate about the state budget and the
proper use for the surplus. Agreeing with
these voices, I fear, would be as mis-
guided as relying on Chico to pay his
debts.

The spend more crowd no doubt have a
list of worthy items on which to spend
public money. We would all like to en-
hance government services or provide
more property tax relief. But we have to
guard against spending the money in good
times as if bad times will never come
again.

Our ancestors knew this. The Bible
tells of Joseph warning the Pharaoh that
while his kingdom will enjoy seven fat
years, seven lean years will surely follow,
and to save accordingly. Most of us should
remember the fable of the cricket and the
ant from our childhoods.

While the cricket idled away his sum-
mer, the ant diligently saved and worked
to ensure that during the hard winter
months he would have enough food until
spring.

In our own recent memory, we have
seen what happens when we fail to ac-
count in good times for the bad. During
the 1980s, New Jersey was blessed with a
similar although larger � windfall of tax
revenues. But when hard times hit in the
early years of this decade, the money was
long gone, and facing a deficit, Governor
James J. Florio raised taxes.

When we have an apparent abundance
of cash, the clamor to spend more be-
comes intense. People look at the $700
million and see a vast pool of money. They
look back to the �80s and remember that
(former Governor) Thomas H. Kean had
a surplus, and tend to think that if Gover-
nor Kean had a surplus and Governor
Christine Todd Whitman has a surplus,
then we should do with the surplus today
what was done 10 years ago.

And what was done then was spend,
spend and spend some more.

But there is a big difference in our
surplus today. Back then, the surplus was
11 percent of the total State budget. The
surplus we possess today is less than 4
percent of the State budget. That differ-
ence gives governors and legislators less
flexibility. The smaller surplus imposes
on legislators a greater degree of respon-
sibility to be prudent with the public�s
money.

It is particularly hard these days to keep
prudence in mind. But let me share with
you some facts that give me pause. When
the Governor and Legislature shape the

budget, each gets information and advice
from a lot of quarters.

The Legislature relies on the Office of
Legislative Services (OLS), the non-par-
tisan staff whose job it is to provided
factual data to us. Let me emphasize this:
these men and women have no political
agendas. Their sole purpose is to make
sure the information both parties in the
Legislature get is as accurate as possible.
Here�s what OLS reports:

State revenues have grown rapidly in
the past 18 months, primarily through a
surge in income tax payments on bonuses
and capital gains taxes as investors have
taken profits out of the stock market. Keep
in mind that these payments have gone up
at a time in which the Legislature cut the
income tax rates.

Critics said tax cuts would cut state
revenue, but they were wrong. Tax collec-
tions are up. The good news, then, is tied
to the booming economy and stampeding
bull market on Wall Street during the past
few years.

But these good times don�t last forever.
Newton�s law about gravity might as well
be applied to the economy- stock markets
that soar can come crashing down. Record
corporate earnings which translate into
record bonuses for workers and execu-
tives can fall as quickly as they skyrock-
eted. One need only look at the market�s
performance this summer to see how pre-
carious prosperity can be.

As the Dow dove down several hun-
dred points, experts muttered that the
long predicted correction would occur,
driving stock profits and tax revenues
associated with them down. When stock
markets fall, profits and bonuses fall
with them. When these fall, state rev-
enues fall, too.

This is not Chicken Little forecasting.
OLS projects that revenues next year will
not grow as fast as they did this past year.
Simply put, if spending continues to grow,
we cannot reasonably anticipate tax rev-
enues to cover additional spending. Like
Chico Marx�s friend, we will have gambled
foolishly on undependable revenues.

So what should we do? First, we will
continue to do what we can to allow the
economy to flourish in New Jersey. A
more robust period of growth in the com-
ing year than now anticipated would
change the amount of money the State
would have.

Second, we will continue to go over
with a fine-toothed comb every dollar the
State spends to make sure it�s a dollar
wisely spent.

But at the end of the day, if we have
agreed that the programs we offer to our
citizens are the right programs the State
should be spending tax dollars on, and we
do not have the same level of revenue
growth in coming years to cover these
costs, the only place to go for these rev-
enues will be the surplus.

It is imprudent to spend money now if
we know we will need it later. Saving the
surplus is the only prudent course.

We have batted the word windfall
around for so long that we have long since
forgotten how that word came to be. The
word was coined to describe the wonder-
ful moment in which an apple or some
other fruit would be driven from its tree by
a good stiff breeze, relieving the hungry
from having to climb the tree and engage
in the arduous practice of picking it.

The windfall was a gift, a Godsend, and
everyone who encountered the wind fallen
fruit knew it was a blessing to be appreci-
ated but not to be counted on.

The fruits of a robust economy are to be
treasured and the resulting taxes collected
are to be appreciated. But we cannot
depend on, we cannot count on the stiff
breeze impelling our economy forward
and leaving us the wind-felled surplus to
continue.

Prudence, wisdom and experience re-
quire us to hold on to what we have for the
future.

History has demonstrated that it is not
a good idea to take lessons on the economy
from someone named Marx. While Karl
proved he knew very little about what
makes the economy tick, Chico�s lessons
are more apt. Timing is everything when
it comes to spending and saving money,
and the timing is simply wrong to spend
the surplus. Now is the time to save and
conserve, not to spend.

We must be very careful with our money.
Now is not the time to gamble with our
revenues or our future. Now is the time to
hold on to what we have for the changes
sure to come.

*****
Richard H. Bagger of Westfield repre-

sents the 22nd Legislative District which
includes Westfield, Scotch Plains,
Fanwood and Mountainside and serves
as Chairman of the Assembly Appropria-
tions Committee.

Will Exodus of Staff
In District Continue?
Will there be another �mass exodus�

of Scotch Plains-Fanwood teachers again
this June?

Why are so many teachers choosing to
retire early despite the fact that there is
a pension penalty for doing so?

Is it because of the non-supportive
attitude of the Scotch Plains-Fanwood
Board of Education?

Continuous contractual disputes are
unsettling and lead to low morale.

This district, in the near future, will be
weakened by the lack of veteran teachers
whose expertise cannot be minimized
when dealing with, and relating to the
children and the school community.

Trish Brill, Action Committee
Scotch Plains-Fanwood Education

Association

Residents Respond to �Inaccuracies�
In Letter Regarding Officer at Wilson
We would like to take this opportunity

to respond and correct inaccuracies con-
tained in a letter published in the Octo-
ber 1 issue of The Westfield Leader by
Lynn Feldman concerning the placement
of an officer for the purpose of crossing
children at the corner of Mountain Av-
enue and North Chestnut Street.

When informed of the planned redis-
tricting from Franklin Elementary School
to Wilson Elementary School in the spring
of 1997, affected residents met on nu-
merous occasions with representatives
of all elementary schools, Westfield Po-
lice Chief Anthony J. Scutti, Sergeant
Carl V. Geiss, Superintendent of Schools
Dr. William J. Foley, members of the
Board of Education, and a transportation
safety expert to discuss and implement
the safest options within the town�s bud-
getary constraints for crossing what was
agreed to by all, a dangerous intersec-
tion.

An agreement was reached which in-
cluded the necessity of a police officer
along with flashing lights, (when ap-
proved by the State) and a flashing police
car.

You can imagine then, the dismay and
frustration of residents when, to their
surprise, at the start of the 1998-1999
school year, Chief Scutti unilaterally and
without notice, replaced the police of-
ficer with a crossing guard.

A meeting was called on September
10 questioning why this occurred. Many
residents from the Wilson and Franklin
school districts attended as well as the
Mayor, Chief Scutti, Sergeant Geiss, Dr.
Foley, Board of Education President
Darielle Walsh, First Ward Councilman
Gregory S. McDermott McDermott, First
Ward Councilwoman Gail S. Vernick,
and Wilson School Principal Dr. An-
drew Perry.

The meeting was extremely produc-
tive. Contrary to the assertions in Ms.
Feldman�s letter, the residents agreed to
a crossing guard who, with proper train-
ing needed to handle this intersection,

would become qualified by the state as a
�special officer.�

It was agreed that a police officer
would handle the crossing responsibili-
ties until such qualifications were met.
This special officer would wear a uni-
form (rather than civilian clothes) por-
traying a more authoritative person at
this intersection: a psychological advan-
tage to any officer attempting to control
the ongoing dangerous flow of county
and local traffic on this road. In addition,
the flashing lights and police car would
remain.

We are not self-serving individuals
who are looking for special treatment.
We are concerned parents who are not
willing to sit around and let an accident
occur at an intersection where there is
absolutely no margin for driving error.

Fortunately, our efforts over the months
to make this issue a priority, received
support from people all over Westfield
who recognize the dangers of this road.

Most of us were delighted with the
redistricting of our child to Wilson
School, lessening an overcrowded situa-
tion at Franklin, but crossing Mountain
Avenue would be every parent�s con-
cern.

If there are neighborhoods which feel
compelled to bring a safety issue to the
public, we would be behind their cause
and eager to share our experience and
information with them. Westfield is a
caring community and we have had a
great experience working together to
solve this problem.

Wendy Hansen
Carrie Mumford

Westfield

Public Works Lauded
By Westfield Resident
Now that most people have recovered

from the effects of the Labor Day storm,
we would like to single out our Public
Works employees for a job well done.

Our roads were cleared long before we
thought was possible, and we are grate-
ful for their long hours of work under
difficult circumstances.

Our employees do a good job, day after
day. In this emergency, they rose to the
occasion.

Thank you!
The McCabe Family

Westfield

Former Mayor Disputes Information
In Mayor Thomas Jardim�s Brochure
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Lack of Forums Has Eliminated Voters�
Opportunity to Question Candidates

This election season has been turbulent, to say the
least. And just think, there are still two and a half
weeks left until November 3. Among the troubling
notions this year, though, is the lack of an opportunity
for the communities we serve to hear from and pose
written questions to the candidates.

In suburban towns like Westfield, Scotch Plains,
Fanwood and Mountainside, residents have become
accustomed to door-to-door campaigns where they
actually get to meet those running for office. But,
having an opportunity to see candidates respond to
questions through forums such as those staged by the
Westfield Area League of Women Voters helps resi-
dents to finalize who they will vote for. Remember,
most voters today are not affiliated with either politi-
cal party.

While these forums are not perfect, they do provide
a nice way for voters to hear responses from those
individuals who wish to represent us. That opportu-
nity, however, has been nixed in Scotch Plains,
Fanwood and Mountainside. Both political parties in
these towns were unable to reach an agreement on the
final rules for conducting the proposed forums.

We choose not to use this space to blame either side
for the end result. However, in the future, we hope that
if the League�s rules are not satisfactory to candi-
dates, some other program can be sponsored to show-
case those seeking office and their ideas.

Candidate forums have been set for tonight, Thurs-
day, October 15, at the Cranford Municipal Building
for the six candidates running for three seats on the
Union County Board of Chosen Freeholders. Next
Thursday, October 22, at the Westfield Municipal
Building, the three Mayoral candidates, as well as the
eight council candidates from each of the town�s four
wards, will face off.

Getting information out to the public, we believe,
should take a higher priority than the political cam-

paign strategy which says �don�t give the new guys on
the block an open forum.�

Republicans in Scotch Plains and Mountainside,
which hold complete majorities, are trying not to give
Democrats a forum. In Scotch Plains, Republicans
pulled the plug on a televised forum sponsored by this
newspaper. Fanwood Republicans also opted not to
participate in a forum.

TV 34, the local public access television station
owned and operated by the township, was to have
filmed the event for broadcast at a later date. Mayor
Joan Papen announced that she did not feel politics
should be aired on the station and that she believed the
format could favor one side or another, based on how
the questions were asked.

Each party will be asked the same questions over
the course of one hour. Each party (Democrat, Re-
publican, Conservative) will be given up to one hour
to respond to our questions. While this television
station is owned by the township, it should not be
under the control of any political party or agenda. It
is truly the �people�s� station.

As part of this newspaper�s campaign coverage, we
have given candidates the opportunity to have weekly
campaign releases published. While most candidates
or candidate �slates� have done so, some candidates
have opted not to do so.

For instance, Democratic Freeholder candidates
have not sent campaign releases, although they
have been sending news on the goings-on of the
current board�s initiatives. The Democratic and
incumbent Mayoral candidate in Westfield also has
opted not to provide statements each week. His two
opponents have submitted releases throughout the
campaign.

Hopefully, voters will have the opportunity to read
about and hear from this year�s candidates, so that
they can make informed decisions come Election Day.

Editor�s Note: With regard to the
following letter, a picture taken by one of
our photographers was given to Westfield
Mayor Thomas C. Jardim�s campaign as
part of a community service we offer. In
accordance with this newspaper�s policy,
the picture was not allowed to be altered.
Thus, no persons in the photograph could
be cut out. While that request was fol-
lowed by the campaign, we note that the
literature did not give credit to The
Leader, as also required by our rules.

*  *  *  *  *
The campaign literature currently be-

ing distributed by Mayor Thomas C.
Jardim in his reelection campaign is mis-
leading in several obvious respects.

He claims credit for the results of
efforts of a lot of other people, having
done nothing himself to bring the results
about � or even worked for a contrary
result!

Under the headline, he claims that in
just two short years, he�s accomplished a
lot for Westfield. Let�s look at those
claims: With the caption �Improving the
Lives of Westfield�s Commuters,� is a
picture which includes the renovated train
station.

He had nothing to do with the train
station project other than showing up for
the ribbon-cutting last April.

This project started in 1993, before he
even moved to town. I immediately en-


